Pathophysiologic evaluation of MELAS strokes by serially quantified MRS and CASL perfusion images.
To clarify the roles of serial MR spectroscopy (MRS) and continuous arterial spin labeling (CASL) perfusion images for evaluating cerebral lesions in patients with mitochondrial myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like episodes (MELAS). Two cases of MELAS followed up serially using MRS and CASL images in addition to routine MR imaging were enrolled. Newly appeared lesions assessed by MRS revealed increased lactate doublets which correlated well with CSF lactate level, and these showed a decreasing trend after treatment, although conventional T2 weighted images revealed hyper-intensity in both phases. Spectra from normally appearing white matter depicted slight lactate peaks during clinical exacerbation periods with marked elevation of CSF lactate and showed a decreasing NAA concentration during the prolonged course. In CASL images, acute lesions of the disease were clearly visible as hyper-perfusion foci, and chronic lesions were demonstrated as hypo- or iso-perfusion regions. The detection of lactate peaks in the MR spectrum from normally appearing white matter may be considered as systemic lactic acidosis or an exacerbation of MELAS, and active lesions can be distinguished from chronic inactive lesions by the increase of lactate peaks in MRS or the state of hyper-perfusion in CASL images.